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Card Illustration Credits:
Endurance - Mandalore the Ultimate by Doug Chin
Queen of Air and Darkness - SithWitch 2 by Ian McCaig
Demise, Moderation, Evil One, Mistress of Sabers - Knights of the Old Republic 2 Obsidian Entertainment/LucasArts
Idiot - Jar Jar Binks Standup
Master of Coins - Neimoidian Concept by Ian McCaig
Commander of Staves - Naboo Security Concept by Ian McCaig
Mistress of Staves - Amidala Concept by Dermot Power
Commander of Flasks - Naboo Concept by Ian McCaig
Mistress of Flasks - Padme Concept by Dermot Power
Commander of Coins - Count Concept by Dermot Power
Master of Flasks - Count Concept by Dermot Power
Master of Sabers - Shakk Concept by Dermot Power
Commander of Sabers - Jedi Concept by Dermot Power
Mistress of Coins - Toobuck Costume 1 by Sang Jun Lee
Master of Staves - Baron N. Papanoida Concept by Sang Jun Lee
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